Arximedes is a Research Discovery tool for professional researchers. It is not a
social network. Arximedes makes it much easier to sift through today's vast volume
of papers, visualize trends and find the top people and research that matches your
interests. You can also rate papers (whether published or not) through a simple star
system along the lines of "I know it when I see it".
Currently we are focused on Physical Sciences & Technology, making use of Arxiv and the
NASA ADS Bibliographic Database which covers 11mm papers and 4,000 journals.*

Contact: dmitry@arximedes.org or niraj@arximedes.org
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• In addition to the usual sorting
by citation or date, all authors
and papers have an
“Arximedes Score”.

o Top Papers and
Authors in your
Keyword query
o Papers by author
o Who cites this author

• “Arximedes Score” adjusts for
number of co-authors and age
of each paper within your
search topic.

o Citation rate

o Ensure you are correctly
associated to your papers (as
name conventions differ)
• Rapid Responses
(all postings must be approved
by moderator)
• Rate Papers

o Track citations, comments, ratings
of your bookmarked papers
o Daily updates to your saved searches

o New in saved Authors
o New in saved Keywords
o NO SPAM!
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Subject Query: Top Author and Papers
Example: Superconductivity NOT topological. Focus on traditional superconductivity, excluding references to topological quantum states.

Sort by Arximedes Score,
Citation Count, Date, etc.

Filter theoretical vs.
experimental papers by
setting cutoff for number
of co-authors.

Citations vs. Paper Age.

TOP AUTHORS
WITHIN YOUR
SEARCH
Select Author(s) to
filter them on right

TOP PAPERS
Link to abstract
on Arxiv, NASA
and Journal sites*
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* Arximedes does not search, store or make available full text articles. Access to full text is governed by the sites above.
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Author Search

Click CITED BY to
see who cites this
author

Due to different name
conventions across journals,
you may need to play with
the name query: try spelling
the first name and/or
selecting Exact Match.

CO-AUTHORS
OR

WHO CITES

AUTHOR’S
PAPERS
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Paper View: Rate and Respond

Assign simple star
rating quickly.

Rapid Response:
All comments must be
approved by
moderator.
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What is the Arximedes Score?
Goal: to prioritize authors or papers within your search topic.
o

Simple citation count does not capture two key factors. First, citations tend to accumulate with paper age all else
being equal [1]. Second, citations generally increase with the number of authors per paper. Hence, an author
should not receive full credit for citations, although the credit decreases more slowly than a simple 1/N scaling [2].

o

We define two scores. Arximedes Score for an Author: composite for all papers by the author, with all citation
counts adjusted by number of co-authors per paper and age of paper. Arximedes Score for a Paper: number of
citations adjusted for age of paper. The max score in each search is normalized to 100.

o

The Arximedes Score is computed on-the-fly by aggregating within the subset of papers which are the result of
your custom keyword (or author) search. Therefore, sorting by this score identifies the most impactful authors or
papers within a given topic.
Average number of cites per paper vs. publication year
for different disciplines in physics [1]

Average number of cites per paper vs. number of coauthors [2]

Note on h-index: this common measure has been shown to be highly correlated to 0.5*(Citations)1/2, hence redundant and we do not use it [3].
[1] F. Radicchi and C. Castellano, Physical Review E 83, 046116 (2011) http://arxiv.org/abs/1012.5314
[2] E.S. Vierira and J.A.N.F. Gomes, Journal of Infometrics, 4 (2010) 1-13
[3] H.C. Spruit (2012) http://arxiv.org/abs/1201.5476. J.E. Hirsch (2005) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1283832/
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